Seaside detective

Identify the wildlife living by the seaside

**Anenome**
I cling to the side of rockpools and wait for small fish and animals to come near so I can reach out and grab them with my tentacles.

**Brown shrimp**
I dart around searching for food in shallow water and sometimes bury myself in the sand.

**Crab**
There are many types of crab. You'll see us walking sideways and using our claws to catch other shellfish or tearing apart dead fish to eat.

**Herring gull**
I fly around making a lot of noise and eat most things, but fish are my favourite.
**Limpet**
I cling to rocks and like to submerge in water. I scrape the rocks for weed and algae to eat.

**Razor fish (or razor clam)**
I bury myself in the sand and filter seawater through my body for food.

**Shanny**
I live in rockpools where I eat seaweed, barnacles and shrimp. I hide behind rocks and seaweed.

**Starfish**
I can be found in rock pools and I use my arms to prise shells off the rocks so I can eat the insides.